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DESIGN PORTFOLIO

AGDA Design Seminars

Marketing Collateral - Academic Project
This brief required the development of marketing collateral promoting
AGDA seminars, informing design professionals about copyright and
industry intellectual property.
The series of collateral incorporates a bold, eye-catching ‘playing
cards’ design theme. A Joker playing card communicates the message
that nobody wants to be fooled (in a legal matter). A Queen of Hearts

and shield were used to communicate that those who run and work in
a studio are responsible for work-place safety and well-being. A King
of Spades was used to communicate about protecting your work and
propriety knowledge, and respecting others’ professional work. The
swords symbolise protection and being armed with information. In
card games, the Spade represents action and wisdom.
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Strawberry Fields Music Festival
Branding & Identity - Academic Project

This brief required creating an identity for an Australian music festival,
Strawberry Fields, located in NSW. The festival respects it’s local
natural environment.
My branding concept captures the environmental uniqueness of
the event, through a natural colour pallet, patterned elements and
illustrations of local flora and fauna. The dynamic design reflects the

young adult market. Typefaces have been chosen for their relaxed,
urban feel, reflective of the event’s enjoyable experience. The branding design provides a contemporary identity to the festival. The
concept is bright, bold and welcoming. It is reflective of the social,
environmental essence of the festival and what promotes the festival
as being different to others.
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Breathe, Magazine

Branding Identity & Design - Academic Project
This brief required the design of selective magazine pages for a
theoretical design magazine. This project focused on typography.
The magazine title, masthead and it’s branding were created by
myself. The magazine has a sense of space, airiness and bold colour;
strong design aesthetics, from it’s design influence from the MidCentury Design movement.

Geelong Illustrators Exhibition
Promotional Zine - Freelance Project

The brief required the design and creation of A5 zines promoting
The Geelong Illustrators Group’s Exhibitions of 2021. The exhibitions
showcase illustrators’ work of the Geelong, Victoria, region.

Opsis Eyes Optometrists

Marketing Collateral - Academic Project
This brief required the development and design of marketing
collateral for an optometrists’ store.
The series of collateral incorporates a health conscious design
aesthetic through the use of colour, a clean and simple layout and
easy-to-read typography.

The Australian Ballet Stage Show
Promotional Flyer Design - Academic Project

This brief required the design of a two colour A4 DL doublesided promotional brochure for The Australian Ballet’s production
Cinderella. The design required a modern design aesthetic to be
applied to the collateral piece.

Kombucha Beverage

Product Label Design - Academic Project
This brief required a juice label identity and die-cut label design with
an embellishment.
The concept captures the freshness, vitality and refreshment of the
Kombucha beverage. A watercolour backdrop captures the fluidity of
the tea with complementary hues of raspberry and green reflecting the
flavour and capturing consumer attention. A spot UV varnish coats the

white stroke illustration, drink name and brand logo, to capture the
consumer eye and add an upmarket feel to the label.
Credit: Background mock-up scene created by yeven_popov - www.freepik.com













ANMM Logo

Logo Redesign - Academic Project
This brief required the redesign of the Australian National Maritime
Museum’s (ANMM) current word-mark logo (left-side logo).
My design incorporates the museum’s iconic arched roof-line
silhouette as part of the symbol’s form, and the depiction of SONAR
(Sound Navigation and Ranging) sound waves. The SONAR’s function
is about discovery, learning, and gaining information about marine

waters. In the design, the sound waves reflect the common bond
between staff and visitors, their interest of the sea, maritime discovery
and to share marine related stories and knowledge.
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Medibank Logo

Logo Refresh - Academic Project
This brief required a logo refresh of Medibank Private’s current logo
(left-side logo).
My design took into account Medibank’s history, their market
audience, company values, and company branding. Deeper hues were
chosen to reflect maturity of the brand. Typography was simplified,
with the serifs and spurs of the characters removed to enhance

readability. The letter I represents ‘first choice’, ‘first priority’ and
‘being a leader in services offered’. The tittle was designed as an
upwards arrow, representing ‘progression’ and ‘optimism’. The tittle
is shaped as a kite, symbolising freedom, memorable moments and
happiness. The design respects Medibank’s origins, while reflecting a
fresh design for the current and the future industry market.
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Freelance Identity
Logo Design

1: Australian Unity Insurance. Software program
2: lifestyle dna. Homewares store
3: The Gourmet Fuel. Food van
4: Shooting Stars Dance Troupe. Dance studio
5: Care Counsellors. Counseling services

6: chase kitchen. Cafe and bar
7: Ravenhall Correctional Centre. Program logo
8: It’s Caked On. Bakery and sweets business
9: CoCare Youth Health. Moreland City Council youth venue
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Elekrik Eel Music Festival

Website & Logo Design - Academic Project
This brief required the design and creation of website pages of a new
music festival website.
The project incorporated UX, JavaScript and the program, Atom, to
construct functioning site pages. The design captures the night festival
through a monochromatic design. Bright accents of green, raspberry
and purple reflect the energy and youth of the market audience.
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Barista Now, Instant Brew

Branding & Packaging - Academic Project
This brief required the design of product branding and identity,
promotional marketing collateral items and a sustainable innovative
package design.
The product packaging was designed to be retained and re-used
as a storage container, where the label can be recycled. A cohesive
design style was applied to the promotional devices, advertising

and product packaging, to form a relationship across the range,
and importantly, to create consumer product brand awareness. The
consumer can easily identify and remember the product and brand
through the cohesive design of colour, shape, typography and form.

